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Doubts arise for new SIU campus

By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

Illinois' financial woes may put an end to proposed legislation creating another branch of the SIU system, local legislators said.

Rep. Larry Hicks, D-Mount Vernon, introduced a $25 million branch of the SIU system in Mount Vernon. He said the branch would be an institute for juniors, seniors and graduate students comparable to Sangamon State University in Springfield.

"I think this might be a worthwhile project down the road," Hicks said. "But under the just over the border in Indiana mined Illinois while the Clean Air Act is being reviewed.

"This year will be very tough on state-supported budgets," Dunn said. "I just don't see there will be any way to fund the project at this time."

He said he was not opposed to the legislation, but the timing for such a project was off.

Student Staff Writer

By Todd Gardner

Central Illinois Public Service Co. says it will buy low sulfur coal from the West and raise its rates by 10.14 percent under the acid rain provisions of the Clean Air bill passed by the Senate.

CIPS currently uses five million tons of coal per year at four power plants. Four million tons is mined Illinois while 1 million tons is Illinois Bayport coal mined just over the border in Indiana. But under the Senate's Clean Air bill, three of its plants would stop using Illinois coal by the year 2000, said Jim Goff, public information supervisor for CIPS.

"It will be a very serious blow to the state's economy, especially southern Illinois," Goff said.

The proposed legislation would have the Midwest reduce sulfur dioxide emissions by 10 million tons. These emissions are suspected of causing acid rain in eastern states and Canada.

The legislation targets older plants that have been exempt from the tighter emission standard imposed on plants built after 1970.

Utility companies now face the choice of installing multi-million dollar "scrubbers" to remove the sulfur from the flue gases or replacing the older plants.

"We also ask for an explanation of the specific measures of the economic blockade," Prunkiene said. "Otherwise this is (only) a tough 'cold war' with the people of Lithuania."

She pointed out that if Gorbachev cut supplies to Lithuania, he also would be hurting the Russian-speaking minority in the republic. Moscow has repeatedly expressed concern about what would happen to Russians in Lithuania if it were allowed to secede. Prunkiene, interviewed on the phone by the Daily Egyptian, Page 5

Soviet boycott stalled;
Lithuanians seek talks

MOSCOW (UPI) - Lithuania's government sent a message Monday to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev demanding a meeting and seeking clarification of his threat to cut off key supplies if its independence laws are not repealed.

The Baltic republic's Council of Ministers sent a letter after a special meeting to discuss ways to replace oil, gas and other supplies if Moscow implemented the threatened boycott.

Although Gorbachev's Sunday night deadline passed with Lithuania saying it would not meet his demands, there was no sign Monday supplies were being cut off to the rebellious republic as threatened in the Kremlin ultimatum.

"There are some questions on which there is a possibility and necessity for agreement," Lithuanian Prime Minister Kazimiera Prunkiene said after the ministers' meeting Monday in the republic's capital, Vilnius.

Prunkiene did not specify what questions she felt could be resolved. A government spokesman said the council refused to consider rescinding independence laws as Moscow demanded.

"We also ask for an explanation of the specific measures of the economic blockade," Prunkiene said. "Otherwise this is (only) a tough 'cold war' with the people of Lithuania."

She pointed out that if Gorbachev cut supplies to Lithuania, he also would be hurting the Russian-speaking minority in the republic. Moscow has repeatedly expressed concern about what would happen to Russians in Lithuania if it were allowed to secede. Prunkiene, interviewed on Monday night at the Arena, Goodall said she realized her childhood dream of studying and writing about the chimps when she was able to observe their joy and love for each other. Yet some of her dream became a nightmare as she also saw their sadness and fear.

"Through a lifetime spent observing animals in their native environment, I have seen what neglect and human greed can do to both creatures and their habitat," Goodall said. "What affects their habitat affects them."

Fire fight

A Carbondale firefighter emerges from a burnt out apartment about 9:30 p.m. Sunday night. The fire caused $13,000 worth of damage to the building. Related story, Page 6.

Council approves $21.6 million budget

By Byrnis Bentley
Staff Writer

The City Council approved the fiscal year 1991 annual operating budget for Carbondale at Monday's meeting.

Included in personnel and capital expenses, the budget totals $21,552,370—a 10.4 percent increase over the estimated expenditures for fiscal year 1990. It also represents a 1.5 percent increase over the fiscal year 1990 authorized budget.

A large part of the increase goes to the "catch up" for Illinois is in a healthier financial state," Dunn said. "Right now we need to worry about funding the existing SIU system."

In Gov. James R. Thompson's proposed budget for fiscal year 1991, only $238.3 million is allocated for the system, $2.9 million less than the SIU Board of Trustees requested.

Although Thompson's budget will be in the hands of the General Assembly by June 30, Dunn said, "I think legislators will change it."
Meyer: Levine spelling relief

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

When it comes to relief, a lot of baseball coaches depend on Rolands. But Saluki coach Randy Stotz said his team can get by with Levine.

"It's like having two All-Americans in your bullpen," Stotz said. "Jim is definitely one of them. Levine is the other."

Levine, who leads the Missouri Valley Conference with nine saves, was named Missouri Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week.

Levine is a 6-foot-7, 245-pounder with a 96 mph fastball, but he also has a 10 mph sinker and a 90 mph slider. He has been a consistent performer all season.

"It's like having two All-Americans in your bullpen," Stotz said. "Jim is definitely one of them. Levine is the other."

Levine saved all three Saluki victories over Creighton. In 14 1/3 innings pitched Levine did not yield a run or hit against the Bluejays. He struck out five and walked none.

Creighton coach Jim Hedry said his team was impressed with Levine.

"I was impressed with his makeup," Hedry said. "He is tough for batters to face the first time around. He has good rotation on his breaking ball and it's tough for batters to lay off of it."

Levine has cashed in on nine of 10 save opportunities this season. His ERA is 0.74.

"I was outstanding," Jones said. "He saves us. When he comes in, the team doesn't feel we're in trouble. They believe he'll get us out of the jam."

But for the Salukis to be in a position to use Levine, their middle and long relievers have to keep the game in tact. Enter Duce Meyer.

Meyer's performance in game one of the Creighton series may have been a turning point.

In the top of the fourth, with Creighton leading 6-4, two runners on, Meyer entered the game in relief of starter George Joseph.

Meyer got the final two outs of the inning and allowed only one run and two hits in 4 2/3 innings. He struck out two.

After Meyer held the Bluejays in check, the Saluki offense came back for an 8-7 victory. Meyer also set the stage for Levine's late-inning heroics.

"He (Jones) told me to keep us close and give Levine a chance in the game," Meyer said. "I heard the Saluki bullpen was a key."

"I would say that was the difference Saturday," Hedry said. "Their bullpen did the job and ours couldn't."

Jones was pleased with Meyer's performance.

"Duce did a tremendous job in long relief," Jones said. "We like to use Meyer in long relief. He has that ability."

See RELIEF, Page 15

Baseball team ranked No. 19 in ESPN poll

The baseball Salukis cracked the Top 20 in this week's Collegiate Baseball/ESPN poll released Monday.

The Salukis received 427 points and are ranked 19th in the poll.

SIU-C is 27-6 on the season. It is also 1-1 in the Missouri Valley, one game ahead of Wichita State.

Seven victories over previously 15th-ranked Creighton helped the Salukis make the Top 20.

The Dawgs beat this week's No. 1 ranked team, Miami, earlier this season.

Softball team receives votes for NCAA Top 20

By Eric Bugger
Staff Writer

The Saluki softball team, having its best year ever (27-6), received votes in the NCAA Softball Committee's latest poll.

The Saluki were one of five teams outside the top 20 to receive votes in the poll.

Despite victories over No. 14 Louisiana Tech and No. 18 Connecticut and splits with Missouri and Indiana, tied at No. 12, the Salukis remained out of the Top 20.

"It is very difficult to do a ranking, because you have to look at more than just records," SIU-C coach Kay Brechtlebuser said.

"If we have a loss and we have a win and the next game is a win and we have another loss, it's just not something that I am going to lose any sleep over."

"We are ranked because we are happy that we got some votes and got some people's attention. It is nice to be known." The April 10 poll does not include the Salukis' last six victories.

Venorsky hitting bomers

In a game that doesn't produce many home runs, Saluki senior Dave Venorsky has been the mightiest hitter, she's a line drive hitter. Cheryl, we're just a line drive hitter. We like to hit the ball where we have on our field because she's doing her home runs by hitting the gaps.

Home runs come few and far between at SIU-C. With a 230-foot fence, it takes the mightiest of blows to knock a softball out at JAW Field. Only four balls have been hit over the fence in the history of SIU-C.

Second baseman Shelby Gibbs, the last Saluki to hit one out at SIU-C, added. "It was a great day."

On April 18, 1989.

Gibbs has hot bat

Consistency is how Coach Brechtlebuser always has described her senior captain, Shelby Gibbs. This past week Gibbs has been more than consistent, she's been on fire.

In the last six games Gibbs has posted a 706 batting average. She has hit her best time of 51.71. In 15th-ranked Creighton.

She has always real consistent and a clutch ballplayer, but this week Gibbs is one of the mightiest hitters in the conference."

"We have her at third base in conference play is tops on the team and she has hit his safely in the last five conference contests."
world/nation

Nepal's King Birendra allows provisional government

KATHMANDU, Nepal (UPI)—King Birendra gave in to opposition demands for democracy Monday by permitting a newly legalized coalition to form a provisional government, which promptly named its acting president as prime minister. The opposition Nepal Congress Party announced Krishna Prasad Bhattarai, its acting president, would head Nepal's first government in 30 years not set up by a monarch. Birendra had earlier accepted the resignation of Prime Minister Lokendra Bahadur Chand, dissolved parliament and lifted a ban on political parties.

Fire on train kills 95, injures 100 in India

PATINA, India (UPI)—A ferocious fire apparently ignited by a gas cylinder explosion Monday roared through two overcrowded cars of commuter train, trapping and killing at least 95 and injuring about 100 others. The fire started about 1:15 a.m. shortly after the train departed the Gulmaw Bugah station on the eastern end of Patna, the capital of northeastern Bihar state, 530 miles southeast of New Delhi, police said. The 16-car train was bound for the city's main railway station.

Statement indicates split in drug cartel

BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) — Associates of Medellin drug kingpin Pablo Escobar issued a statement Monday condemning their lider for last week's deadly bomb attack, an indication a split in the powerful drug cartel. The communiqué, sent to Bogota newspapers and signed by the cartel's chief squad known as the Extraditables, said an Escobar rival did not consult his drug trafficking allies before the bombing. On Wednesday, cartel operatives blasted a police convoy south of Medellin with a car packed with 400 pounds of dynamite, killing 23 people.

Mandela attends anti-apartheid concert

LONDON (UPI) — More than 70,000 rock fans flocked to an anti-apartheid concert televised to a potential audience of 1 billion people Monday as a tribute to black nationalist leader Nelson Mandela and his campaign to end South Africa's minority rule. Mandela and his wife, Winnie, both smiled broadly and raised their right fists in a symbol of defiance as they entered London's Wembley Stadium and sat in a special section with other dignitaries. Mandela went back stage, told artists that they had given him tremendous inspiration.

Post Office braces for last minute returns

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Millions of Americans raced the clock and filed their 1989 income tax returns Monday, leaving only hours — and in some cases minutes — to beat the annual deadline. "We're expecting about 23 million returns to come in this week, probably more of those will be postmarked by midnight," said Wilson Padley, a spokesperson at Internal Revenue Service headquarters.

Gallery enters not guilty plea to obscenity

CINCINNATI (UPI) — A lawyer for an art gallery showing a controversial exhibit of photographs by the late Robert Mapplethorpe entered innocent pleas Monday for the gallery and its director to charges of pandering, obscenity and child pornography. A grand jury indicted the Contemporary Arts Center and Director Dennis Barrie April 7 when the Mapplethorpe exhibit opened.

state

Neighboring counties bust ATV 'steal and sell' racket

VIENNA, (UPI) — Authorities have arrested 13 people for their involvement in a loosely-organized ring to steal and sell all-terrain vehicles in five Southern Illinois counties, the secretary of state's office said Monday. The ring operated in Alexander, Johnson, Union, Massac and Pulaski counties and 19 vehicles valued at more than $75,000 were stolen, said Secretary of State Jim Edgar. "The persons charged in this case are not petty thieves. They are cunning crooks who know their business," said Edgar, whose office operates the state's only specialized vehicle theft unit. A Johnson County deputy prompted the investigation in January when he stopped a truck that was carrying an ATV that later turned out to be stolen. Johnson County Sheriff Eby Pauluhn said a grand jury indicted the Contemporary Arts Center and Director Dennis Barrie April 7 when the Mapplethorpe exhibit opened.
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Forces will still be effective despite cuts, general says  

**By Rob Coné**  
**Staff Writer**  

With the outbreak of democracy in Europe, the United States military could probably be smaller and still remain effective as an Air Force general told a group of students gathered in the Student Center auditorium.

"We as Americans are very innocent—we like to get things done today," said Maj. Gen. Frank Willis, Milosky Airlift Command deputy chief of staff for acquisitions, referring to congressional outcries for immediate defense cuts.

"But we need to take some precautions," the general urged. He cited the three military budget and force cuts this century that followed World War II, Korea and Vietnam.

Willis said after the Vietnam conflict the U.S. government eliminated mandatory military service "too fast."

"What we ended up with," said the general, "was a force that looked nippy, but was rather hollow."

Hollow, Willis suggested, in that the force was well trained and capable but perhaps not as flexible to respond.

The general cautioned against rapid defense cuts and added that Americans need to "keep understanding the areas involved." He explained that the causes of many regional Third World conflicts, such as differences in race, religion and politics, "haven't changed a whole lot."

Willis went on to say that despite the fact that many countries are moving toward democracy Americans still "can't overlook that we are a world power. Lots of countries look to us for help," he said.

To emphasize his point the general said that during the last 40 years "relative peace" 16 million people were killed in conflicts.

"How much should defense cost?" Willis asked. He answered himself by saying that perhaps America should "Look at it (defense) in terms of risk instead of in terms of cost."  

Turning to local issues, the general was asked to comment on the proposed conversion of Scott Air Force Base, outside Belleville, to a joint-use, military and civilian airport.

"We're neutral," Willis said, speaking for the Air Force. He added there are already several Air Force bases in South Carolina, New Mexico and Colorado that have been converted and are models for Scott to follow.

He said the $200 million project would mean the construction of a second runway and also result in the removal of a school and some bachelor units, which would add to the cost.

In addition to his address, the general, a guest of the College of Business and Administration, spoke privately with COBA and political science graduate students about leadership.
AN EVENT occurred Sunday night that attracted quite a bit of attention. The issue concerned an emergency situation that was worsened by the fact that a rescue vehicle was disabled at a railroad crossing at a crucial time. A apartment in a housing duplex had caught fire and residents did what we’ve all been instructed since childhood—to call the fire department. Responding to that call, several fire trucks were dispatched to the scene of the blaze. One of these trucks was travelling across town from its garage to a location on South Washington Street. It was soon relayed that this particular truck had divided by the passage of a freight train and would be arriving late.

Although the blaze was quickly extinguished by trucks from a station on the opposite end of town that had managed to reach the scene, the truck stopped on the wrong side of the tracks was forced to take an alternate route and arrived later than the other vehicles. No one was injured in this particular situation, but city fire officials estimate the damage to the structure at $12,000.

THIS EMERGENCY happened to be covered. However, what would have happened if there had been any mechanical or human errors that had kept the other trucks from reaching the fire? The damages could have been far greater. A possible toll in human lives could have been assessed to the accident along with a monetary one if all trucks had failed to respond.

City planners caused by the fire have been considerably less if the truck in question had reached the fire promptly instead of having to reroute its journey? Probably, but, at this time, it’s a moot point. Through no fault of fire officials or city police, several valuable members of the fighting squad were delayed in their response to a call for help.

WHY? There’s nowhere else to point the finger of blame, but the traffic patterns of Carbondale. This city is bisected by railroad tracks and it continues to be a hazard to emergency vehicles. To get from one side to the other, you must, at some point, cross the tracks. And therein lies the rub.

The railroads of Carbondale have been a point of controversy for 25 years. In 1965, the Illinois General Assembly created the Carbondale Railroad Relocation Authority to study the effects of relocating railroads in the city. The study recommended rerouting railroads to avoid emergency vehicles. To get from one side to the other, you must, at some point, cross the tracks. And therein lies the rub.

This is a situation that residents did what we’ve all been instructed since childhood—to call the fire department. Responding to that call, several fire trucks were dispatched to the scene of the blaze. One of these trucks was travelling across town from its garage to a location on South Washington Street. It was soon relayed that this particular truck had divided by the passage of a freight train and would be arriving late.

Although the blaze was quickly extinguished by trucks from a station on the opposite end of town that had managed to reach the scene, the truck stopped on the wrong side of the tracks was forced to take an alternate route and arrived later than the other vehicles. No one was injured in this particular situation, but city fire officials estimate the damage to the structure at $12,000.

THE CARBONDALE City Council is considering new options on the railroad crossing dilemma, but, as it stands now, it stands in dire need of attention.

Next to mention the daily inconvenience and source of frustration the current routing provokes students and residents alike. If you’ve got to be somewhere in a hurry at a certain time of day and it’s across the tracks, forget it. You’d be better off trying to flap your arms and fly over the tracks than wait to train out.

I am writing this letter to discuss something that I feel very deeply about the apathy of this and other college campuses toward ROTC. I am a student enrolled in aerospace studies, or better known as ROTC, and I have been going to SIU for almost a year. In this time, I have noticed a lot of apathy and even hostility toward ROTC.

I first noticed it when a friend of mine who attends University of Wisconsin-Madison told me that ROTC was being kicked off their campus because the military won’t accept homosexuals into the corp. I went up to Madison to visit and I received a lot of hostility while I was there. I can’t understand why—I didn’t do anything to them. Then just today (April 4) I picked up the Daily Egyptian and I read the story, “MAPP protestors demand drop.” In the story, it told of the protestors staging a demonstration. It went on to say that they handed out flyers with a “Global issues of concern” list including “Nuclear disarmament, drug hysteria and the unacceptable presence of ROTC troops on campus.”

I couldn’t believe what I was reading! People think that ROTC and the whole military in general, start and cause of war. The military does not exist to start a war. They’re there to prevent one. The concept is called deterrence. It basically says if you can show a strong show of force, no one will try to challenge it.

But remember, the military doesn’t start the conflicts. Politicians start the conflicts and declare war. Yes, Southern Illinois’ Paul Simon helps decide if this great nation goes to war or not. The military just does what the politicians tell them.

Hey MAPP, next time you decide to hold a “die in” while you’re laying down think about what and who the reason is you are in a free country where you can complain about ROTC!—Charles Bredfield, electrical engineering.
LITHUANIA, from Page 1

Soviet "Venezia" television news program, demanded that Soviet officials "immediately receive" a Lithuanian delegation to discuss the situation.

A spokesman for the Lithuanian government denied speculation the leadership would ask Gorbatchev for more time to meet his demands, saying the only consideration at Monday's meeting was how to cope with Moscow's threat.

On Friday, Gorbatchev gave Lithuania two days to rescind its March 11 declaration of independence and political laws that he said contradicted the Soviet constitution, or face a cutoff of Soviet raw materials. The republic depends on Soviet supplies of oil, gas and other materials.

GOODALL, from Page 1

the animal kingdom eventually affects mankind.

Goodall said she is still pendi ng as much time as Gombe studying wild chimpanzees. She can, but now her efforts are increasing directed at helping to safeguard the remaining chimpanzee habitat and improving the re "a tions under which chimpanzees are used for medical research.

Originally, chimpanzees flourished in 21 African countries. Now, there are only four countries in the central part of Africa where chimpanzees remain in large healthy populations. For every baby chimpanzee seen from their final destination, 10 chimps die, she said. Many are hunted for food. Others are smuggled out of the country, Goodall said.

Goodall said the most alarming fact is the rate at which the chimps are declining. She attributes the decline to destruction of the chimpanzees in Africa for the settle in the area, clearcutting by Western logging companies and disease to which the chimps are susceptible.

Sorsten, finance director, said, "It's best to approve what you have and then make amendment.

COUNCIL, from Page 1

The mass transit feasibility study
The planting of about 200
A pilot recycling program to
An expanded industrial wastewater treatment program
program improvements that Councilman Keith Turbon voted to include in the capital improvements program because he said he would support the Mill Street Underpass project.

Other highlights of the budget are:
Downtown revitalization and the creation of a downtown coordinators position to direct the implementation plan
Welcoming signs at the four main entrances of the city
New equipment to help improve the capabilities of police investigations and new weapons for officers

CIPS, from Page 1

sulfur dioxide and continuous burning high sulfur coal or switch to the low sulfur coal found in western Illinois.

Neither option is cheap, and under Illinois state law, utilities are required to choose the least expensive of the two.

Goff said that it's less cost effective to add scrubbers to older units and that two of the three new units will be less to make adding scrubbers feasible.

As much as we'd like to back Illinois coal, it will be less feasible to buy western coal to meet the 2000 emission standard," he said.

Goff said that CIPS may continue to use Illinois coal that has lower sulfur levels in the three plants until 2000. But it would switch to western coal at that time.

Gerald Hawkins, Illinois legislative director for the Utilities, Mines, Workers, said that if utilities stop using Illinois coal mines, closings would result in 19,000 people in Illinois out of work.

These closures will create added pressure to raise electricity bills because 23 mines are customers of CIPS, Goff said.

And it will leave fewer customers to pay the fixed costs of converting to low sulfur coal.

The conversion costs involve the building of new storage and handling facilities. Western coal would cost about $60 per ton, he said.

KLEINNAU, from Page 3

assure them the new school would not take away from SIU's budget for campuses in Carbondale and Edwardsville.

State Rep. Bruce Richmond, D-Murphysboro, said it would be very difficult for the General Assembly to fund such a project considering the decreasing condition of the system.

"We just don't have the money in our budget," Richmond said.

He also said he wouldn't want a branch campus to damage the current condition of the SIU system.

He also said he had talked to representatives of SIU to assure them the new school would not take away from SIU's budget for campuses in Carbondale and Edwardsville.

State Rep. David Phelps, D-El Dorado, said he had yet to see the specifics of the bill, but he had no reservations about the ends of the project.

"With all due respect to my colleagues, Ihave some doubts about the state spending so much money," Phelps said.

The legislation will be discussed "Monday when the General Assembly goes back into session,"
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Sesame Street production scheduled for Arena

By Tracy Sargeant
Staff Writer

The SIU-C Arena will be magically transformed into a world filled with childhood dreams and characters. Next weekend, Big Bird's Sesame Street Story takes center stage with all his Sesame Street friends.

The show stars all the regular characters from the PBS television show, including Bert, Ernie, Grover, Cookie Monster, Oscar the Grouch, the Count, Barkley and many more. Although many of the characters may be familiar to a large group of people, not many know how Sesame Street became a television show. Big Bird narrates a special tale while taking the audience through several upbeat dance numbers that include how Sesame Street originated.

For two decades, Sesame Street has helped millions of children around the world learn everything from tying shoes to reciting the alphabet. And with the help of a few new characters, the crew will bring that entertainment to life. Such faves as "It's for Cookie" by Cookie Monster and "Rubber Ducky" by Ernie will be part of the song and dance to the show.

The Sesame Street Live starts April 27 and runs through April 29 for a total of five performances. Tickets are $9 and $8 reserved, with a $1.50 discount for children 12 and under.

Refuge from Whitesnake available in the Quiet Room

By Stephanie Steiner
Staff Writer

Parents, if the heavy metal sound of "Whitesnake" isn't for you, then the Quiet Room may be.

"The Quiet Room, sponsored by VOX, will always be available during the "Whitesnake" concert Saturday.

The purpose of the Quiet Room is to give parents a place to stay where they can wait for their children who are attending the concert.

The Quiet Room, which will be in the Student Center's Big Muddy Room, is open to all parents of those attending the concert. Parents will be allowed to drop their children off at the main entrance at the Arena and be able to pick them up in the same spot after the concert.

Fire causes damage to apartment

By Chris Walka
Staff Writer

A fire caused an estimated $12,000 worth of damage to an apartment in a housing duplex at 510 S. Washington St. Sunday night, Carbondale fire officials said.

Robert Biggs, assistant chief of the Carbondale Fire Department, said the blaze was extinguished in 10 to 15 minutes after units arrived at the scene about 9:37 p.m. Biggs said no one was injured.

Biggs said the cause of the fire was electrical, but not definitely.
To Your Health

Alcohol linked to health problems; affects weight, skin, hair and eyes

By Barb Fijolek
Wellness Center

"It is better to look good than to feel good" jests a popular Saturday Night Live comedian. Drinking alcohol, however, may not help people look good, report graduate student Jackie Kapers, talking about how alcohol affects appearance.

"Most drinkers of alcohol are aware of the negative health effects of alcohol like lower immunity to disease, increase risks of injuries, carcinogenic chemicals called endorphins," Kapers said.

"But they may not realize the alcohol appearance connection," she said.

Alcohol is the third leading source of calories in the American diet, after white bread and cookies, and it can significantly increase weight. Most drinks, like a can of beer, glass of wine or mixed drinks average around 150 calories, approximately the same as a hot dog. While few people would indulge in a six pack of hot dogs after dinner, drinking more than one or two drinks isn't fully considered for its potential.

The most noticeable beauty inaccuracies are healthy skin, hair and eyes.

The skin of alcohol drinkers puff up and dehydrates from drinking, eventually resulting in wrinkling. Unusually broken capillaries may occur in those with thin, sensitive skin.

Acne and other skin problems, including enlarged pores, oily face, pale skin or dermatitis, can be caused or aggravated by drinking.

Drinking causes deficiencies of vitamin B6, which may produce cracked, chapped lips or canker sores.

The loss of B complex vitamins from drinking alcohol affects the hair by robbing it of luster, and worsens dry brittle hair conditions.

A drinker's breath can be offensive when the body processes alcohol for up to twenty-four hours after drinking. Those concerned about looking good or feeling good—beyond a buzz—may consider more attractive drink options next time, such as juices, sparkling water mixes or non-alcoholic beers.

Sports Briefs

THE DISABLED Student Recreation Fitness Program is a weight training and workout program that is scheduled by appointment only. For details call Terry Barrett or Jeff Schuck at 536-5531.

PRE-BEGINNER AEROBICS will meet at 5 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays in the Rec Center Aerobics Room. For details call 536-5531.

MASSAGE THERAPY will improve tension and soreness, improve circulation and increase flexibility. Registration and fee prepayment are ongoing at the Rec Center Information Desk. For details call 536-5531.

SCIENCE will meet at 7:15 tonight in the Student Center Kaskasia Room to plan next year's film schedule.

THE SPANISH Club will meet at 7 tonight in Tener 1230. This meeting is mandatory. A Spanish movie will be shown after the meeting.

BUY CHANCES for the "Pie in the Face" contest, sponsored by the Society for Advancement of Management from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today, Wednesday and Thursday in front of Rehn Hall.

BLACK AMERICAN Studies will present Tony Shaw and Jan Reddy focusing on "Black Image, Perception and Ideology" at 4 p.m. today in Faner 1228.

THE MOTORCYCLE Rider Program will offer free courses at the Safety Center beginning April 20. For times and details call The Motorcycle Rider Program at 453-2877.

THE FINANCIAL Management Association will meet at 5 tonight in the Student Center Mississippi Room.

Dear Student Organization,

It's that time of the year again when everybody starts thinking about Springfest. As part of this event, the Campus Events Committee hosts a Springfest Film festival to break a World Record. We would like your group to help us reach our goal.

The world record attempt is none other than the "Human Centipede," which we have come to call the "Saluki Pede." This event will have extensive media exposure and if accomplished will be entered into the Guinness Book of World Records.

Time of Event: 1:30 p.m. Saturday, April 21, 1990

Place of Event: Springfest area

Our goal for the Saluki Pede is to have 600 people walk a distance of 102 feet with their ankles firmly tied together.

If your organization, or members of your organization are interested in participating, please contact Kris in the SFC office by Thursday, April 19, 1990, at 536-3393.

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
A FORCE IN CHICAGO'S PAST  A LEADER IN CHICAGO'S FUTURE

DOWNTOWN CAMPUS

1455 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60605 312-341-2000
ALBERT A. ROBIN CAMPUS

2021 S. Greenleaf Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005 708-437-0500
LAKE COUNTY CAMPUS

Afton Stevenson High School, Prairie View, IL 60007 708-634-6636

This year, there are three first days of summer.

With class sessions starting on three separate dates, Roosevelt University's new summer school schedule sets you enroll when you want 'cuz, even if you have your vacation plans or a summer job, you can easily fit our classes into your calendars:

Choose from more than 500 courses in 20 undergraduate and graduate degree programs. We offer day, evening and weekend classes at our Downtown Chicago, Arlington Heights and Lake County campuses.

Call now for a free class schedule, application form and registration information. Then send your summer term on your terms.

312/341-2000

(If calling from other than the 312 or 708 area codes, call collect!)
International News

Thailand visit educational

Graduate assistant to share trip experiences this afternoon;
will speak on monkeys going to college and elephant rides

By Dale Walker
Staff Writer

A college for monkeys and perhaps the world’s worst traffic were among some of the experiences shared by 12 faculty members from the department of educational administration/ higher education saw while visiting Thailand at the end of last year.

Brian Garavalia, administrative assistant in University Relations, will share his experiences and a slide show presentation of the EAHE faculty’s trip to Thailand today at 2:30 in the Carbondale Public Library, 405 W. Main St.

The faculty members received an invitation from the Ministry of Education in Thailand, Garavalia said. The trip was organized by Anna Protsak, Ph.D., an assistant who is in charge of private education in Thailand, Garavalia said.

The group left for Thailand on Dec. 22. They returned to Carbondale from Bangkok Jan. 10, he said. "We bounced around to different places, but we saw most of the country," he said.

In Bangkok, Garavalia will speak about the places the group visited, starting with the northern part of the country and working his way south along with slides he took, he said.

Many places offered a variety of experiences, Garavalia said.

Brian Garavalia of experiences, Garavalia said.

In the mountains of Chiang Mai, the group saw an elephant sanctuary, where they rode elephants, he said.

In the town of Tak, Garavalia saw a very strange thing.

"There was a parade going on. The people were dressed up as cowboys and the band was playing The Yellow Rose of Texas. It kind of makes you wonder what their impression of Americans is," Garavalia said.

In Bangkok at the grounds of the Grand Palace, the group saw where former Premier Richard Nixon and Queen Elizabeth II had been received.

"It was a whirlwind type trip," Garavalia said. After our 23-hour flight we got to Bangkok at about 1 a.m. Early the next morning we started a full day of activities," he said.

While the group was in Thailand they visited many private and state schools and colleges. Suan Sunanta Teachers’ College, Chaing-Mai Teacher College and Phukit Technology School were among the more modern schools the group visited, Garavalia said.

A tour of a mainstream school the group visited was the Monkey Training College at Sarat-Thani. Monkeys are trained to retrieve coconuts there, he said. They can discern whether or not coconuts are ripe.

One of the most memorable places in Thailand was the beach at Ko Samui Island, Garavalia said.

"The beach is breathtaking. It’s like a beach picture in a travel agency. I loved the whole trip, but I wanted to stay there," he said.

Garavalia added that the people in Thailand do a lot of shopping in the open markets. Just outside of Bangkok, the largest city in Thailand, the group went to a floating market where market vendors paddle their boats down the river, he said.

"We don’t see anything. They have a system of bartering—it’s all haggle," Garavalia said.

Subbotnik organizer seeks help

By Dale Walker
Staff Writer

Saturday is the Subbotnik, the Saturday nearest Valentine’s Day, April 22, birthday in which the people of Russia traditionally work as a day of labor.

In the spirit of the Subbotnik, Sarah Heyer, a graduate student in Russian, is asking students to sign up for the event by picking up litters in Carbondale.

"The Subbotnik is a community-oriented event and this year it will precede Earth Day," Heyer said. "It will brighten people’s awareness of the environment."

Students will pick up litters along Park Street between Wall and Lewis Lane, Heyer said. Students who wish to join the Subbotnik cleanup should meet at the parking lot at Park and Wall Streets.

Heyer added that bags will be provided and the lunch will be at 1 p.m. A free lunch is provided for students who help in the cleanup will include some Soviet dishes like rasskuzki, borscht and shorshorki, he said.

Heyer said she’ll probably another instructor of Russian will provide the food, she said.

Two years ago the Subbotnik cleanup was a success, Heyer said. The Subbotnik cleanup did not take place last year because the Subbotnik was not at SUU-C last year, she said.

“The students were really enthusiastic,” she said.

Novelist will continue quest for presidency

By Dale Walker
Staff Writer

LIMA, Peru (UPI) — Novelist Mario Vargas Llosa announced Monday he would continue his effort to capture the Peruvian presidency, laying to rest rumors that he would resign his candidacy after nearly losing to new comer Alberto Fujimori in the first round of balloting.

"I will go to the second round to continue to fight for the reforms that our country needs, with full conviction and without cheating the millions of compatriots who voted for us," Vargas Llosa, 54, said in a statement delivered to the media this morning.

The author finished second-and-neck-and-neck with Fujimori, 51, in a general election Sunday. Vargas and the two candidates will face each other in a runoff to be held the last week in May or the first week in June, officials closest to Vargas Llosa said. The candidate had threatened to resign last week because he did not have the popular support needed to carry out drastic economic and social reforms.

The prize-winning author entered politics three years ago as the head of the Democratic Front, a coalition of center-right parties.

He has proposed implementing a "shock" economic program cutting government spending, freezing wages and slashing subsidies to control Peru’s inflation, which reached 2,775 percent in 1990.

The drastic program frightened many voters, who turned to former president, as an alternative.

Sandinistas accuse Contras of planning late April attack

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) — The Sandinista government accuses the Contra rebels of planning a mid-April attack. A series of deceptions before the April 25 transfer of power to President-elect Violeta Chamorro.

The accusations came hours before a delegation of U.S.- backed Contra leaders was to arrive in the capital for disarmament talks with both the Sandinista government and President Daniel Ortega and Chamorro’s opposition coalition.

About two hours before the scheduled 2 p.m. arrival of the Contra delegation, a series of explosions was reported near the international airport. NATO 1 Police Chief Rene Vivi said the explosions appeared to have been accidental. No injuries were reported.

As workers near the airport were burning weeds, high winds carrying branches to a nearby field and to air force land, where they ignited explosives, he said. The Contras claimed one military plane, forced the airport to close temporarily, and delayed the arrival of the Contra delegation by at least two hours.

Meanwhile, Agustin Lara, Sandinista delegations headed east in a controversial proposal of these meals on our menu with the purchase of beverage. No coupons necessary. Sale prices effective Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. No other discounts apply.

VIOLETA’S EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
Excellent Service at Reasonable Prices
Beauty Salon & Skin Care Salon
• Hair Cuts
• Perms
• Color
• Treatments for dryness, oiliness, acne & aging lines

Phone: 457-5545

Emperor’s Palace
Weekend Special
Buy 1 Dinner at Regular Price - Get 2nd Entree of the Same Dinner at Half Price!

Phone: 529-1566

Free Pasta

The Pasta House Company
516 S. Illinois Avenue Carbondale

457-0303

CARRY-OUT AVAILABLE

Coupon

For people with a taste for great Italian W. C. of art
Buy one get one free

Offer good at University Mall location only. Offer Expires 4-30-90

SPECIAL OFFER

50¢ OFF

All Gyros and Gyros Plates!

Offer good through 2/9/90

NOT VALID ON DELIVERIES

Specials

457-5545

KJ’S SMORGASBORD

Steak, Chicken, Seafood
1/2 Price Introductory Offer

For a limited time Save 1/2 the regular price of these meals on our menu with the purchase of beverage. No coupons necessary. Sale prices effective Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. No other discounts apply.

Top Sirloin
Boiled Sides
Sirloin Tips
Chopped Sirloin
Reg. $3.50
Reg. $2.50
Reg. $2.00
Reg. $2.00
Reg. $2.50
Reg. $3.00
Reg. $1.90
Reg. $2.50
Reg. $2.00
Reg. $2.00
Reg. $3.30
Reg. $3.00

T-Bone
Fried Shrimp
Chicken Breast
Ribeye
Reg. $4.90
Reg. $3.90
Reg. $2.90
Reg. $2.50
Reg. $2.50
Reg. $3.30
Reg. $3.00

All entrees served with yeast roll and potato
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DISPLAY

Open Rate: $6.55 per column inch, per day
Minimum Ad Size: 1 column inch
Space Reservation Deadline: 2 days, prior to publication.
Requirements: All 1 column classified display advertisements are required to have a 2 point border. Other borders are acceptable only in larger columns. Reverse advertisements are not acceptable in classified display.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

(Classified on consecutive running days)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>1 column</td>
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</tr>
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</table>

Minimum Ad Size: 1 inch, maximum 15 inches per day
Photographic charge: $5.00
Space Reservation Deadline: 2 pm, 2 days prior to publication.
Requirements: Smile ads are designed to be used by individuals or organizations for personal advertising, anniversaries, congratulations, etc., not for commercial use or to announce events.
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Please Be Sure to Check Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On The First Day Of Publication.

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for more than one day's incorrect insertion. Advertisers are responsible for checking their advertisements for errors on the first day they appear. Errors not the fault of the advertiser which lessen the value of the advertisement will be corrected.

All classified advertising must be processed before 17:00 hours to appear in the next day's publication. Anything 'posted' after 17:00 hours should be included in the following day's publication. Classified advertising must be paid in advance except for those accounts with established credit. A 2% charge will be added to billed classified advertising. A tax of $2.75 will be added to the advertiser's account for every check returned to the Daily Egyptian unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancellation of a classified advertisement will be charged a $2.00 service fee. Any refund under $25.00 will be forfeited due to the cost of processing.

All advertising submitted to the Daily Egyptian is subject to approval; may be revised, reprinted, or canceled at any time. The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability for any reason. A sample of all real-estate items must be submitted and approved prior to date of publication. No ads will be run for classified.
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For Sale:
Auto
Parts & Service
Motorcycle
Recreational Vehicles
Bicycle
Horse
Mobile Homes
Real Estate
Antique
Books
Cameras
Computers
Electronics
Furniture
Musical
Pets & Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous

Wanted:
Riders Needed
Renters Needed
Yard Sale Promo
Free

Lost:
Business Opportunities
Entertainment
Announcements

SMILE ADVERTISING RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 inch</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum Ad Size: 1 inch, maximum 5 inches per day

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY with full kitchen, private bath. Summer, fall, 539-2421.
DELUXE 2-BEDROOM, 1-BATHROOM, 1-car garage, 1.5 acres, 3 miles south on W. Illinois Ave., screened back yard, garage, railroad track, cable, central heat, forced air heat, air conditioning. $310. 549-2501.

APARTMENTS as low as $125 summer/fall, spring: Fully furnished. 1 bathroom 1 bedroom. $200 deposit. Distance to campus: 200. 549-3405.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $11 down
NEEDY REMODELERS, 1BD, 2BD, 3BD, many estates. Must and $400, 529-2910. 14x14, lower levels.
30x5, NEW CAR, desk, cell phone, network, wood furniture. 529. 1609.

UNEVEN HOUSING, 2BD, 3BD, good condition, $160/mo. 529-2058.
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 LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS - retiring for 1990-91

1, 2 & 3 bed apartments (furnished and unfurnished) for rent.
Office Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 10-1
1/2 year's rental Security Deposit

"The Quads"
1207 S. Wall
457-4123

SHOWING APARTMENTS: M-F 1-5

RECEIVED FOR RENT

457-0446
L. BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. PRIVATE SINGL

ROOMATES WANTED FOR SUMMER 2 bdrm. Suite at 335 Wash, ${120/mo.}

 ROOMmates, male & female for 2 bdrm. suite at 122 Main, $140/mo.

 Mobile Home Lots

 LOY FOR RENT $50 123x8 and under, immediately Southwood, Park 51-159.

 Wanted to Rent

 PROFESSIONAL COUPLES with children or pets wished to rent house in C'boro area, all utilities included, $550/mo., 203 anytime.

 Sublets

 NEEDED: 2 Subletters for semester, Fort, Desh, westward, micro, anything over 2 bdrmapt., 1 block from campus.

 CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES

 Highway 51 North

 1 & 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments Close to Campus. All Utilities Included. Includes:

 - Air Conditioning
 - Furnished/Unfurnished
 - Pets Accepted on premises
 - quiet, Clean Environment

 For East Park on Southway 457-5266

 Real Estate

 for $155 mo.

 Lots Available Starting at $75 mo.

 549-3000

 Daily Egyptian

 Sterling in Talassation at your local Services, Pioneer AVC. 457-4981.

 Mobile middle Available before you buy.

 David, you are the sun on my rainy days, the light that brightens my day. Thanks for being you and loving me the way you do! I LOVE YOU Kim (L.F.!!)

 Congratulations NU PSI CHAPTER Sorority, Inc. on your FANTASTIC WEEKEND We Love You THE GRADS

 Don't fret ... Advertise in the D.E. Classified and get results!!!

 Real Estate

 Attention Students!

 Looking for summer employment? Live in the Chicago Area?

 We are a marketing/ group/ public relations firm in Chicago's far north side, creating broad-scope community efforts anti-drug abuse, missing and abused children, anti-drink driving, etc. for over 60 clients, radio and television stations, nationally.

 We are accepting applications for FULL SUMMER employment. All air time is sold nationally. The price is not related to weather.

 QUALIFICATIONS

 - Clear, distinct radio voice quality
 - Exceptional communication skills
 - Comfortable dealing with presidents
 - Self-motivated individual
 - Theater experience a plus
 - Outstanding writing skills

 Our "Flex" schedules allow a student to work "full time" hours, gain career experience and still enjoy the summer. We also provide an internship opportunity. Call PSI and we will connect you to a four-minute expedition that will explain the position in detail.

 At the end of the recording, you should feel you're quality, you'll be able to leave your name and phone number. Your call will be returned within 24 to 48 hours.

 Full summer inquiries only, Call Rex Komin catalog. (312) 878 8800 Mon-Fri 8-5 PSI Marketing - 18 years of excellence 536-3311

 Daily Egyptian
Mars exploration:
Separate Soviet, U.S. missions called for in expert report commissioned by NASA

WASHINGTON (UPD) — The United States and the Soviet Union should coordinate the exploration of Mars but the two nations should continue to stage "independent missions to investigate the planet," an expert panel said Monday.

In a report commissioned by the NASA, the National Academy of Sciences' National Research Council recommended against joint U.S.-Soviet programs to explore Earth's nearest planetary neighbor.

While the United States and the Soviet Union cooperated for a joint Apollo-Soyuz orbital rendezvous and hookup in 1975, the two countries have had no prior experience with the degree of cooperation necessary to carry out a technical project of this complexity or magnitude.

Instead, the report recommended a "highly coordinated" program in which the United States and Soviet Union would discuss and agree upon specific goals, set targets and plan overall strategies but "conduct their own self-contained and independently designed missions."

"The best approach at the beginning would be for the United States and Soviet Union to jointly plan and carry out an exploration but do so in the beginning 'because we are not trying to do it on the same spacecraft,'" said Eugene Levy of the University of Arizona, who chaired the committee that wrote the report.

The two countries have not had enough experience working together to mount an extensive cooperative effort, Levy said. He added, however, that limited cooperation now would lay the groundwork for more extensive future cooperation.

Mars, with a diameter of about 4,200 miles, is the fourth planet from the sun and Earth's closest planetary neighbor, taking 686 days to complete one orbit around the sun at an average distance of 142 million miles.

It has distinct seasons and an atmosphere that includes carbon dioxide. Scientists believe studying Mars may provide insights about the processes that shape Earth's environment.

SIU-C prof publishes new book
By Eric Reyes
Staff Writer

The power of modern judicial review is based on myth, Robert Clinton, an SIU-C political science professor, claims in his new book.

In the book "Marbury v. Madison" and Judicial Review," Clinton argues that modern judicial review cannot be justified in terms of the case.

The case involved four judges who took a case to the Supreme Court and claimed they could be tried in appeals court because Section 13 Judiciary Act said federal officials have that right. The court ruled that Section 13 was unconstitutional.

The Constitution spells out that the original jurisdiction extends only to ambassadors, public ministers and consuls.

"Marbury v. Madison" is the 1803 case generally credited with enabling the Supreme Court to declare acts of Congress unconstitutional.

The legal world's reliance on that myth has transformed the court into a political force making policy decisions outside its jurisdiction, Clinton said.

Clinton said that those who draw precedent from the case are simply mistaken from a historical standpoint.

"The textbook version of the case, which is usually drawn from the few pages of the opinion, bears little resemblance to what was actually said and decided there," Clinton said.

Clinton said after the Civil War, the nation's judicial powers began to broaden beyond its jurisdiction.

Ultimately, what Clinton calls the "revisionist" view prevailed, making "Marbury v. Madison" a key case in American Constitutional law.

"The role of court and judicial powers in general has been enhanced. They have never been as strong as they have been in the past couple of decades," Clinton said.
Comics

JUNGLER

DyNMe

ARCHIE

Nahzic

Print answer here: JUNGLER

Doonesbury

by Garry Trudeau

April 17, 1990

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

Shoe by Jeff MacNelly

Today's Puzzle

Today's Puzzle

by Jeff MacNelly

Mother Goose and Grimm by Mike Peters

Walt Kelly's Pogo by Doyle & Stempley

DIVERSITY DAY ON CAMPUS

Friday, April 20

Learn the strategies to harness the richness of diversity on our campus!

Dr. Bill Cross of Cornell University will speak on DIVERSITY AND HIGHER EDUCATION

At 9:30 a.m. in the Student Center Auditorium

and Six nationally reputed experts will offer workshops at the Student Center River Rooms.

For further information contact Dr. Uma Sekaran at 453-3307 or 453-1366

For More Information Call 536-3311
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THE ANSWER'S IN BLACK AND WHITE!
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The injury will be evaluated by a team of a medical experts.

George Rice, Staff Writer

Senior Mickey Maue, SIU-C's No. 1 singles player, won all three of his matches and both of his doubles matches. Teammates Joe Demeterko, Yan Lerval and George were duplicated Maue's feat.

By Woody Woodward

Jenifer Castrone's birth certificate. It has to be a joke. A clever forgery.

Most women don't begin tying about their age until they reach their 30s-around which time they start having a birthday only every other year. When they reach 39, they hold for about nine years before admitting to 30.

Jennifer Castrone must have started thinking about her age in kindergarten. She claims to have just turned 14, but her 94 mph serve and Xerox-Cris-Everton ground-strokes give her away. She must really be 24. At least.

It's quite a race. Certainly Castrone has all the mannerisms of a teenage-down aura.

She has a good shot at the No. 1 seed, but it all depends on where the third seed is, he said.

"It goes down to the flip of the coin," LeFeve said. "They break the eight teams into two brackets and if the third seed is in our bracket, we'll have two tough matches to win the thing as opposed to just one."
Women's track team places in 16 events, wins 5 at meet

By Peter Zalewski
Staff Writer

The Eastern Illinois Invitational gathered 22 teams together in a meet that featured 26 personal-best times for the women's track team.

The efforts were achieved in preliminaries and final competition. The non-scored meet was divided into two days, with open sectional events Friday and invitational events Saturday.

The Salukis started off early in the open sectionals with Michelle Sciano winning the 400-meter hurdles with a time of 1:16.63. Freshman Amy Bollinger placed fourth in the same event with a time of 65.7. Chris Cabler kept up his personal-best time of 2:20.6.

The invitational events Saturday featured Angie Nunn winning the 800-meter relay event and participating in two winning relay teams. Nunn's time of 56.60 in the 400-meter dash was good enough for a first place finish. She also contributed to the winning 4 x 100-meter relay team of Nacolia Moore, Theresa Lyles and Crystal Jacon Constantinou, which posted a time of 47.70.

Nunn's dominance continued with the team of Bollinger, Cabler, Mock and Danielle Sciano, which won the 4 x 400 relay event with a time of 3:51.68. This was a personal best for the relay team.

Some notable individual events included Jiles finishing second in the 100-meter dash with a personal-best time of 12.38 seconds. Constantinou also had a personal-best in the same event with a time of 12.49 for fifth place.

The 800-meter run final had Shauna Winfield coming in fourth with a personal-best time of 2:16.52 and Danielle Sciano's time of 2:17.41 placing fifth. Lecan Conway placed fourth in the 1500-meter run with a personal-best time of 4:53.18.

The Salukis placed well in the field events as well. Bosuc won the shot put with a personal-best throw of 44.43 and Evers finished third with a toss of 41-11 1/4. The tandem of Jamie Dishner and Luba Soto finished an inch apart in the javelin event to capture second and third place.

The Salukis' scoring efforts continued with Deborah Minter closing out the Salaki scoring with 163, 167 and 173 respectively.

Junior Brit Pavenlos clubbed a two-day total of 226 to pace the Saluki men's golf team to a fourth place finish in the Eagle Classic Invitational. Host school Mohrhead State finished with a one-shot win over Austin Peay while Tennessee-Martin captured third with 910.

Men, women golfers capture fourth in sectional

By Julie Shumaker
Student Writer and Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

Spearheaded by senior golfer Julie Shumaker's fourth place tie (154) in the individual standings, the lady Salukis fired a two-day total of 644 strokes to capture fourth place Sunday in the 15th Annual Mizzi Invitational in Columbia, Mo.

Neither won on the tournament with 615 strokes followed by Missouri, 625, and Mississippi with 638 strokes to round out the top three. SIU-C edged out Southwest Missouri State, Northeast Missouri State and Dartmouth to finish in the middle of a seven-team field.

Senior Lisa Merit finished with 160 strokes while sophomore Anne Childress was close behind with 163. Sophomore Gina Giacome, senior Lisa Johnson and sophomore Deborah Minter closed out the Salaki scoring with 163, 167 and 173 respectively.

The Eagle Classic Invitational featured Angie Nunn winning the 800-meter relay event and participating in two winning relay teams. Nunn's time of 56.60 in the 400-meter dash was good enough for a first place finish. She also contributed to the winning 4 x 100-meter relay team of Nacolia Moore, Theresa Lyles and Crystal Jacon Constantinou, which posted a time of 47.70.

Nunn's dominance continued with the team of Bollinger, Cabler, Mock and Danielle Sciano, which won the 4 x 400 relay event with a time of 3:51.68. This was a personal best for the relay team.

Some notable individual events included Jiles finishing second in the 100-meter dash with a personal-best time of 12.38 seconds. Constantinou also had a personal-best in the same event with a time of 12.49 for fifth place.

The 800-meter run final had Shauna Winfield coming in fourth with a personal-best time of 2:16.52 and Danielle Sciano's time of 2:17.41 placing fifth. Lecan Conway placed fourth in the 1500-meter run with a personal-best time of 4:53.18.

The Salukis placed well in the field events as well. Bosuc won the shot put with a personal-best throw of 44.43 and Evers finished third with a toss of 41-11 1/4. The tandem of Jamie Dishner and Luba Soto finished an inch apart in the javelin event to capture second and third place.

The Salukis' scoring efforts continued with Deborah Minter closing out the Salaki scoring with 163, 167 and 173 respectively.

Junior Brit Pavenlos clubbed a two-day total of 226 to pace the Saluki men's golf team to a fourth place finish in the Eagle Classic Invitational. Host school Mohrhead State finished with a one-shot win over Austin Peay while Tennessee-Martin captured third with 910.

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION

IT'S TRUE THAT 1990-91 ACT/FAMILY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FORMS MAILED BEFORE APRIL 1 WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY CONSIDERATION FOR 1990-91 CAMPUS-BASED AID PROGRAMS... HOWEVER, IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO APPLY FOR OTHER FORMS OF FINANCIAL AID!

YOU CAN STILL APPLY FOR PELL GRANT ISAC MONETARY AWARD STUDENT WORK STAFFORD LOAN PLEASE MAIL YOUR 1990-91 ACT/FFS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR PROCESSING BEFORE THE FALL SEMESTER BEGINS. ACT/FFS FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE WOODY HALL, B WING, THIRD FLOOR Paid for by the Financial Aid Office